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There are places that hold evil, houses so vile, so tainted, that people refuse to live in them.Farnham House is one of those
places. Once an inn, this majestic old New England manor house is back on the market, and the price is very reasonable. Sam
Cabot is a man tired of moving. Now he wants nothing more than to live a quiet life in the country with his wife and young son.
Little does he know that he will soon begin a long, slow descent into madness and that he will spend his summer living with dead
things.
Richard Biddle (1796-1847), an American politician and lawyer, published this work on the life of the explorer and cartographer,
Sebastian Cabot (c.1481-1557), anonymously in 1831. He was responding to widespread criticisms of Cabot - allegedly an
unscrupulous character who played the governments of England and Spain to his own ends. The work includes notes on
Sebastian's discoveries on the North American continent along with his father, John, and his search for the North-West Passage.
As a governor of the Muscovy Company, Cabot initiated the expansion of English trade to Russia and the East. Cabot's own
accounts of his journeys have been lost; therefore, Biddle's research is derived from other sources, particularly the writings of
Richard Hakylut (c.1552-1616). This study was recognised at the time as the best review of the history of maritime discovery in the
period treated, and prompted further research into the Cabot legacies.
In this, the second book in the Helioseed Series Trilogy, Arle and Ashtu try to stop an escalating war, make their nation more
prosperous through innovation and invention and raise their hard-headed, angry son, Sarancus.
The life of Harry Vincent, a young title-writer in 1920s Hollywood, collides with the story of a young drifter known as the
Englishman's boy, who in 1873 joins a group of wolf hunters in the search for a ring of horse thieves, as Harry prepares to work on
a movie being made about him some fifty years later.
The European explorers who dared to face the perils of the unknown have in recent times become shrouded in controversy. No
longer esteemed as heroes, except in their homelands, these bold explorers are now seen as purveyors of disease, destruction
and slavery whose only interests were finding gold, becoming famous, and spreading their religious beliefs. But, as the author of
this work points out, these explorers broke down long-standing myths and broadened the world's horizons. Beginning with Prince
Henry the Navigator's worldly vision of finding a direct sea route to India and concluding with Ferdinand Magellan's quest to be the
first man to sail around the world, this work tells the collective story of the numerous explorers who sought to find a path to the
exotic spices and other treasures of the Far East. Most of the explorers included in this work were of the same generation and
several of them even sailed together. The book also examines the political, social and economic factors that ushered in the age of
exploration and had such an impact upon the explorers.
The third book in the Helioseed Chronicles series. The war must end but how? Peace must come but who will bring it? Arle and
Ashtu must try. They have help from every corner.
Hunter Braque, a New York City teenager who is paid by corporations to spot what is "cool," combines his analytical skills with
girlfriend Jen's creative talents to find a missing person and thwart a conspiracy directed at the heart of consumer culture.
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Includes an excerpt from the author's When you knew (The Cabots, book 3).
Idealism, Pragmatism, and Feminism provides an account of the life and writings of Ella Lyman Cabot (1866-1934), a woman who
received formal training, but not formal recognition, in the field of classical American philosophy. It highlights the themes of
idealism, pragmatism and feminism as they emerged in the course of career as an educational reformer and ethicist that spanned
nearly four decades. Cabot's writings, developed in graduate seminars at Harvard and Radcliffe at the turn of the century
complement, and in many cases anticipate, the thinking of the "fathers" of the American philosophical cannon: Charles Sanders
Peirce, Josiah Royce, William James, and John Dewey. Her formal philosophical writing focuses on the concepts of growth,
creativity, and the moral imagination—a fact that is especially interesting given that these concepts are developed by a woman who
faced serious obstacles in her personal and intellectual development. Indeed, these concepts are not merely philosophical ideals,
but practical tools that Ella Lyman Cabot used to negotiate the gender roles and intellectual marginalization that she faces at the
turn of the century. The discipline of philosophy was very slow to incorporate the insights of women into its self-definition. An
analysis of the writings of Ella Lyman Cabot reveals this point, but also the pointed ways in which she sought to express her
genuinely creative insights.
All We KnewMontlake Romance
DIVViolent mutiny was common in seafaring enterprises during the Age of Discovery—so common, in fact, that dealing with
mutineers was an essential skill for captains and other leaders of the time. Mutinies in today’s organizations are much quieter,
more social and intellectual, and far less violent, yet the coordinated defiance of authority springs from dissatisfactions very similar
to those of long-ago shipboard crews. This highly original book mines seafaring logs and other archives of fifteenth- and sixteenthcentury ship captains and discovers instructive lessons for today’s leaders facing challenges to their authority as well as for other
members of organizations in which mutinous events occur. The book begins by examining mutinies against great explorer captains
of the Age of Discovery: Christopher Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan, Sebastian Cabot, and Henry Hudson. The authors then
identify lessons that entrepreneurs, leaders, and other members may apply to organizational insurrections today. They find,
surprisingly, that mutiny may be a force for good in an organization, paving the way to more collaborative leadership and stronger
commitment to shared goals and values./div
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Reprint of the original, first published in 1869.
"Readers will discover the failures of Kissingers policy of detente in the early 1970s, the mistaken departure from Carters balanced
policy toward China and the USSR, and the near-collapse of the embassy due to intelligence failures"-Foreign Service Journal.
"Obers book recounts it all, along with the personalities and events of the time now mostly forgotten: dissidents and refuseniks,
Victor and Jennifer Louis, Nina and Ed Stevens, U.S.-Soviet summits, microwaves, bugged buildings and typewriters, fires, spy
dust and spy mania . . . Its all there, the pageant of U.S. Embassy Moscow 1970-90, a place so unlike todays walled airPage 1/2
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conditioned, high-rise embassy fortress a block away as to beggar the imagination."-Richard Gilbert, AmericanDiplomacy.org "You
have wonderfully captured the way things were in the Soviet Union in the 1970s and 80s. I dont know anyone who has done it
better."-Donald Connery, former Time-Life correspondent, Moscow. "Together with much wisdom about American diplomacy, this
rich memoir provides keen insight into Russian thinking and behavior"-George Feifer, "The Girl from Petrovka.""
In the morning of Tuesday November 10, 1942, near a small village in SW France, the scheduled pickup for a Special Operations
Executive agent goes terribly wrong. Alex and Justine, agents with a life expectancy measured in weeks, find themselves
entangled in a desperate project they never fully understand. They are also lovers. Trained to lie to their wartime masters and to
the enemy, they must contemplate lying to each other. A Time to Tell Lies, Alan Kennedy's fifth novel, continues the story begun in
Lucy, described by Deborah Swallow, Marit Rausing Director, Courtauld Institute of Art, as: "A haunting and captivating love story
... a skilfully articulated plot which holds the reader from start to finish. At its heart is the exploration of the young artist's creative
imagination as she struggles to come to terms with the banal horrors of war and her own engulfing emotions."
Arle and Ashtu are facing the most serious of threats in the ninth novel about the world of Galn. The Unfortunates stage a rebellion
the likes of which Arle and Ashtu, Prayten and Vadim have never seen before and peace must come at any cost.
1498. Sebastian Cabot age fifteen, can only wait and wonder. His famous father has abandoned him at home in Bristol, England,
but has taken the boy's older and younger brothers, Ludovico and Sancio, on his second voyage in search of the Asian mainland.
On his first journey, sailing north across the Western Ocean in 1497, John Cabot had discovered the New Found Land. He
returned to England a hero. Five years earlier, Spain had given Christopher Columbus a similar welcome. He had found Asia, he
claimed. And by a southern route. Cabot was skeptical and set out to the north again to prove his old friend a fraud. But silence
followed. Now, Sebastian and history are confronted with a tantalizing mystery. What has become of Cabot's second endeavor?
Letters to the boy from fourteen-year-old Sancio tell of a fearsome storm and its aftermath. They, and the surprising climax to
Sebastian's and Sancio's shared story, make for unforgettable voyaging.
The 1st volume (1896) includes important publications of 1895.
The author describes the life of a man who 'has held posts as a Massachusetts legislator, a United States Senator an Army
General, as the 1962 Republican Vice-Presidential candidate, and as Ambassador to Vietnam. Today he is serving as an
Ambassador-at-Large.'"--Library J.
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